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LIFT OUT is a heavy duty emulsifier and degreaser that

removes heavy soils and stains, old paint, decals, adhesives,

inks, and waxes from many surfaces. LIFT-OUT is also a very

effective   graffiti remover that is powerful enough to remove

graffiti from most surfaces with little effort, even works to lift

tough graffiti marks out of concrete and brick surfaces for easy

removal. LIFT-OUT works quickly by penetrating deeply into

soils, grease, paints, and oil to lift them from most surfaces (not

recommended on plastics). Removes rubber tire marks, oil,

grease, black scuff marks, and graffiti marks easily. LIFT-OUT is

a very aggressive cleaner with extra solvency so that it is pow-

erful enough to remove curing   compounds and other foreign

matter, printing inks, and hot melt glues from floors, machinery

and other non-plastic surfaces.

Directions: UNSEALED CONCRETE AND GRAFFITI: Apply

LIFT-OUT liberally, diluted 8:1, with mop or low pressure

sprayer. Allow to stand for up to 5 minutes depending on severi-

ty of soil. Agitate with brush or floor machine to completely

loosen heavy deposits. Flush with water to rinse. SEALED CON-

CRETE FLOORS: A  test  application on a small area is recom-

mended prior to use. Dilute LIFT-OUT 20 or 30 to 1 with water

and apply with a mop, agitating solution often to avoid separation

in water.     PRINTING PRESSES & ROLLERS: Dilute 5:1 and

wipe on. Allow to set, then agitate as needed and rinse.

Areas of Use:

*gas stations 

*warehouses

*printing plants

*factories 

*parking garages

*cities & counties    

Appearance and odor........................Clear liquid, Hydrocarbon odor 

Specific Gravity..................................Concentrate - 1.04

VOC...................................................98%

NFPA Fire Rating...............................Flammable 
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*graffiti abatement crews

*school districts

*industrial applications

*packaging plants

*sign shops/adhesives


